Fall 2021 Dean’s List
College of Agriculture, Environment and Nutrition Sciences

To be eligible for the Dean’s List, a student must have the following:

1. A minimum overall grade point average of 2.00.
2. Achieve a grade point average of no less than 3.25 for a given semester.
3. Pass at least 12 semester hours for a given semester unless the official curriculum in which the student is enrolled required fewer than 12 hours.

Adams, Kaela
Adams-White, Chloe
Amin, Shacari
Arthur, Alexis
Banks, Morgan
Barrett, Kodi
Beachem, Zykearia
Bell, Jabria
Blair, Dana’e
Bond, Amaru
Booker, Yvonne
Bowles, Olivia
Braynon, Hali
Brooks, Sayah
Brown, Jazmyn
Brown, Nakai
Brown, Zoe
Bruno, Akayla
Burks, Kierney
Bynum, Brianna
Carter, Brielle
Chancey, Miana
Chester, Chelsea
Clark, Shayla
Cofield, Analeis
Cole, Kalya
Coleman, Damaya
Coleman, Deval
Coleman, Kennedy
Collins, Halli
Cotton, Dasia
Davis-Scott, Janea
Dickson, Cynthia
Dillard, Nikole
Dorsey, Danielle
Durham, Lakiyah
Edwards, Zion
Elmore, Avery
Elphage, Laxaviera
Engram, Clim
Estelle, Caleb
Estrada, Phil Angelo
Etheridge, Kimani
Expose, Hayward
Fleming, Savannah
Fletcher, Angeleyah
Gamble, Ayanna
Gilbert, Asia
Godbold, Massa
Gonzalez, Destiny
Gordon, Gabrielle
Graham, Nadayja
Grant, Kayla
Gray, Aysha
Green, Anwar
Green, Chyna
Gresham, Kiyanni
Hamid, Bismillah
Hardy, Al Carlos
Harris, Jayla
Harris, Paeton
Henderson, Kayli
Hill, Aaliyah
Holliman, Olivia
House, Morgan
Howard, Kalimah
Hunter, Morgan
Jackson, Carlos
Jackson, Tatianna
Jackson, Valeria
Jarrell, Helynn
Jefferson, Trenni
Jenkins, Ja’Nyah
Johnson, Amya
Johnson, Jada
Johnson, Nija
Jones, Imani
Jones, Nevada
Jones, Sydney
Keeton, Saniya
Kidd, Kiara
Knox, Camiyah
Law, Christian